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ABSTRACT
Sentence comprehension can be facilitated when readers anticipate the upcoming word. Notwithstanding, it remains uncertain if only the most expected word is anticipated, as postulated by the serial graded hypothesis, or if all probable words are pre-activated, as proposed by the parallel probabilistic hypothesis. To test these contrasting accounts, we compared the processing of expected and unexpected words with second-best words, i.e. the second most expected word in a sentence. The results, from 30 participants, revealed a graded facilitation effect for the expected words, indexed by the N400 mean amplitude, which was the least negative for the most expected words, intermediate for second-best words, and most negative for unexpected words. The Post-N400 Positivity analysis did not reveal any significant effects. The facilitation effect found for the most expected and second-best words suggests that readers can pre-activate multiple candidates during sentence comprehension.
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1. Introduction

When hearing a joke, we are often surprised by the punch-line, whereas when listening to a story we can on many occasions guess what is coming next. These examples show that during language comprehension the initial sentence information guides the processing of upcoming verbal information. In some situations, it can mislead individuals, such as in jokes or semantic illusions (Coulson & Kutas, 2001; Raposo & Marques, 2013), yet in most cases it facilitates comprehension. A robust body of evidence reports facilitated processing of expected (e.g. “She cleaned the dirt from her SHOES”) relative to unexpected words, i.e. words that provide a syntactically and semantically well-formed completion to the sentence but are unlikely to occur (e.g. “She cleaned the dirt from her BOAT”). Notably, naming is faster (e.g. Duffy et al., 1989; Hintz et al., 2016; Simpson et al., 1989), reading time is shorter (e.g. Hintz et al., 2016; Matsuki et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2017), and response times are quicker (e.g. Fischler & Bloom, 1979; Forster, 1981; Schwanenflugel & Shoben, 1985) for expected than unexpected words. Extensive event-related brain potential (ERP) research have also demonstrated that when sentence contexts are strongly constraining, the processing of expected target words is facilitated, which is reflected in a decreased N400 amplitude when compared to unexpected or invalid words (e.g. Kutas, 1993; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; Van Petten, 1993; Van Petten et al., 2000). The N400 is a centro-parietal negativity peaking between 300 and 500 ms after word onset and is sensitive to the relationship of that word to its preceding context (e.g. Federmeier et al., 2002; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; Pinheiro et al., 2013; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). This facilitation effect has been argued to reflect predictive mechanisms occurring before word onset and that optimise sentence comprehension and cognitive resource allocation (Huettig & Mani, 2016; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016, for a review). Notwithstanding, how these anticipatory processes are implemented is still a matter of debate.

Consistent evidence has supported a role for predictive mechanisms during language processing. Several studies revealed that, besides the facilitated processing of expected words, unexpected words that are semantically related to the expected candidate elicit a reduced (i.e. less negative) N400 compared with unrelated unexpected words (DeLong et al., 2019; Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Ito et al., 2016a; Pinheiro et al., 2013; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). For example, Federmeier and Kutas (1999) manipulated the semantic relationship between the unexpected and expected words in sentences such as “They wanted to make the hotel look more like a...”
tropical resort. So along the driveway, they planted rows of PALMS/PINES/TULIPS. The results revealed a reduced N400 amplitude for unexpected words that belong to the same category of the expected words (e.g. PINES–PALMS (trees)) compared with unexpected words that belong to a different category (e.g. TULIPS–PALMS (flowers vs. trees)). Similar findings were reported for unexpected words that share some orthographic and phonologic features with the expected words (e.g. HOOK vs. BOOK relative to unexpected words with no overlap (e.g. SOFA vs. BOOK; DeLong et al., 2019; Ito et al., 2016a; Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009). These findings may be explained by the overlap between pre-activated features of the expected word and the actual features of the unexpected, yet similar, word (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999) or by spreading of activation from the predicted word to related words, leading to a facilitated processing of the latter (Forster, 1981). It should be noted that these facilitation effects may also reveal the eased integration of expected information (e.g. Ferreira & Chantavarin, 2018; Hagoort, 2005; Lau et al., 2008).

Thereby, in addition to predictive mechanisms, lexical-semantic integration processes may also be at play. To address the question of prediction directly, DeLong et al. (2005) examined the processing of indefinite articles – “a” or “an” – when the subsequent expected noun started with either a vowel or a consonant. The authors found more negative N400 amplitudes in response to indefinite articles that mismatched the expected upcoming noun (e.g. “The day was breezy, so the boy went outside to fly an ….” where the word “kite” is the most expected word). Yet, a large-scale replication study only found a consistent effect for the noun and failed to find a consistent facilitation effect for the article, which suggests that pre-activation may occur at the semantic but not phonological level (Nieuwland et al., 2018). Additional studies probed facilitation in advance of the predicted noun at the processing of gender-marked articles, gender-marked adjectives, and classifiers (e.g. Goregliad Fjaellingsdal et al., 2020; Kwon et al., 2017; Martin et al., 2013; Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013; Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2004). These studies also reported that the N400 amplitude varies as a function of the congruency between the expected target word and its preceding words. These findings support predictive mechanisms in sentence comprehension, as they demonstrate that readers anticipate critical features of the expected word (e.g. gender) before it is presented. An exclusive integration account, which attributes the facilitated processing of expected words to the ease of lexical-semantic integration of those words (Hagoort, 2005; Zhu et al., 2012), cannot accommodate these facilitation effects.

Recent studies have additionally revealed that when predictions are violated, a frontal late positivity is observed after the N400, occurring around 600–900 ms after word onset (e.g. Brothers et al., 2020; DeLong & Kutas, 2020; DeLong et al., 2014a; Federmeier et al., 2007; Van Petten & Luka, 2012). This ERP component, known as Post-N400 Positivity or PNP, is typically elicited in response to unexpected words appearing in high constraint sentences (e.g. “He bought her a pearl necklace for her COLLECTION”, instead of the most expected word “BIRTHDAY”). This component is thought to reflect additional operations that take place when strong predictions are violated, such as suppression or inhibition of the predicted word (Federmeier et al., 2007; Van Petten & Luka, 2012). An alternative explanation is that the PNP is sensitive to word integration difficulty and reflects the assimilation of new unexpected information into a higher-level representation of sentence meaning (Brothers et al., 2015; DeLong et al., 2014a). Notwithstanding, in contrast to the N400, much less is known about the functional significance of the PNP and about the conditions that elicit it. For instance, some studies have documented a PNP effect in response to weakly or moderately constraining sentence contexts (Brothers et al., 2015), whereas others have reported this effect only in response to strongly constraining sentences (Federmeier et al., 2007). Additionally, some studies have reported a PNP effect only for unexpected words (DeLong & Kutas, 2020; Federmeier et al., 2007), whereas others have shown an enhanced PNP in response not only to unexpected words but also to weakly expected words (Ng et al., 2017; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012).

Current psycholinguistic theories emphasise the importance of prediction as a mechanism to facilitate sentence comprehension, yet how these predictive mechanisms unfold during language processing is still elusive. Some authors have proposed that prediction occurs by a serial graded process, i.e. readers initially predict the most expected word and only when this prediction is violated the system can update the predictions for other probable candidates (Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). The findings that support the specificity of prediction, such as the facilitation effects for gender-marked articles and adjectives, point towards a highly specific pre-activation (Martin et al., 2013; Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013; Van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al., 2004). For example, in the sentence context “As it is rainy it is better to go out with” the most expected noun phrase is “an umbrella” (example from Ito et al., 2016b). Yet, other words related to that sentence context could also be expected to some extent, such as “raincoat”, “parka”, or “wool cap”. Studies showing a reduced
N400 amplitude only in response to the article that is congruent with the most expected word suggest that other probable words, which have a weaker expectancy, are not anticipated, or at least are not anticipated to a considerable extent. Alternatively, it has been postulated that prediction is a probabilistic parallel process in which multiple possibilities are considered at the same time, i.e. readers compute and pre-activate all probable candidates at any given time. The level of activation of each of these candidates will reflect their degree of expectancy in a specific sentence context (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005). The degree of expectancy of each final word in a sentence completion task is frequently operationalised as a word’s cloze probability (e.g. Bloom & Fischler, 1980; Pinheiro et al., 2010; Taylor, 1953). The higher the proportion a given word is used to complete a sentence fragment, the greater the expectancy of that word. Alternatively, two additional measures have been used to assess the fitness of a word in a given task: the word’s surprisal – the negative log probability of a word given its preceding context (Frank et al., 2015; Smith & Levy, 2013; Willems et al., 2016) and entropy – the distribution of next-word probabilities (Frank et al., 2015; Willems et al., 2016). In the present study, the word’s expectancy was defined on the basis of cloze probability, since it is the measure used in most studies testing predictive mechanisms in language comprehension (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier et al., 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). The probabilistic parallel hypothesis has been grounded on data showing that a word’s expectancy modulates the magnitude of the facilitation effect. In particular, previous studies have demonstrated a graded facilitation effect for expected words according to their level of expectancy, measured by their cloze probability, as the amplitude of N400 was enhanced for expected words with lower relative to higher cloze probability (Federmeier et al., 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984).

The present study aims to clarify how the predictive mechanisms unfold during sentence comprehension. More specifically, it directly compares the serial graded hypothesis, which postulates that only the most expected word is initially anticipated, with the probabilistic parallel hypothesis that proposes that all probable word candidates are pre-activated. To test these two alternative hypotheses, we probed not only the processing of expected and unexpected words, as it has been done in previous studies (e.g. Federmeier et al., 2007; Pinheiro et al., 2013; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012), but also the processing of the second-best candidate, i.e. the second most expected word in a sentence. For instance, in the sentence “The dog spent the afternoon chewing the”, the most expected word is “bones”, the second most expected word (i.e. second-best) is “shoes”, whereas the word “glasses” is an unexpected word. Critically, the three words are plausible completions of the sentence but are associated with different expectancy levels (Expected > Second-Best > Unexpected). The most expected word is overall moderately expected (as the sentence is not strongly constrained, otherwise there would not be more than one expected candidate), whereas the second-best word is weakly expected. Previous studies demonstrated that N400 amplitude modulations index word expectancy, hence moderately and weakly expected words elicit a larger N400 amplitude relative to highly expected words (DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier et al., 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012; Wlotko & Federmeier, 2012). Critically, in these studies, both moderately and weakly expected words were the most expected targets in a given sentence (e.g. “George could not believe his son stole a CAR” vs. “There was nothing wrong with the CAR”). The expectancy effects were driven by the sentence context that could be either more or less constrained. However, it remains to be clarified if and when an expected word that is not the most expected one will also lead to a facilitation effect.

Specifying how a second-best word is processed allows us to disentangle whether expected words are predicted in a serial or in a parallel way. According to the serial graded proposal, there should be no facilitation effect for the second-best word, as only the most expected word is pre-activated. Therefore, the N400 amplitude should be reduced (i.e. less negative) in response to the most expected words relative to the second-best words, with similar N400 amplitudes for second-best and unexpected words, since both have not been pre-activated.

Alternatively, following the parallel probabilistic account the processing of the second-best word should be immediately facilitated since all probable candidates are pre-activated. Yet, the effect should be of smaller magnitude relative to the expected word, since second-best words are less likely. Specifically, the N400 amplitude should reflect the level of expectancy of the critical words, manifesting as a graded N400 amplitude that increases from expected to second-best to unexpected words.

Finally, we conducted an exploratory analysis of the PNP. Specifically, we probed whether moderately constrained sentences elicit this increased positivity. Most studies that reported this effect relied on strongly constrained contexts (e.g. Brothers et al., 2020; DeLong & Kutas, 2020; DeLong et al., 2014a; Ness & Melzer-
Asscher, 2018), and some failed to observe it in response to less constrained sentences (Delong et al., 2011; Federmeier et al., 2007). Yet, few studies have observed a PNP effect for sentences with weak and moderately constraining contexts (Brothers et al., 2015; Kutas, 1993). Therefore, it is still uncertain if the degree of sentence constraint affects the emergence of this component.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Thirty college students (18 females, $M = 22.6$ years, $SD = 6.12$) took part in this study. Data from six additional participants were removed from the analysis – four had a high number of trials with artefacts (more than 50% in at least one condition) and the other two were due to technical problems during the electroencephalogram (EEG) recording. Participants were all native speakers of European Portuguese, right-handed, and had no history of neurological impairment or reading disorder. They provided written consent to the experimental procedure, which was approved by the ethics committee of Faculdade de Psicologia da Universidade de Lisboa. All participants received a compensation for their participation (either a 10 € voucher or course credit).

2.2. Material

Two hundred and seventy moderately constrained sentences (see Table 1 for examples) were selected from a pool of 807 sentences that were pre-tested in a cloze probability procedure (Bloom & Fischler, 1980; Pinheiro et al., 2010; Taylor, 1953). In this pre-test, an independent group of participants read a sentence presented without the last word (e.g. “The dog spent the afternoon chewing the”) and had to write down the first word that came to their mind (each sentence was completed by approximately 20 participants). The Cloze Probability (CP) of the word was computed based on the proportion of times each word was used to complete the sentence (Bloom & Fischler, 1980).

Ninety of those sentences were presented with their most expected word (CP = .61, SD = .12, range: .41–.85), their second most expected word (i.e. second-best; CP = .19, SD = .05, range: .12–.29) or an unexpected word (CP = 0, SD = .01, range: 0–.04). The unexpected words were not produced by the participants in the pre-test, yet were semantically congruent with the sentences. To avoid sentence repetition, each sentence frame (e.g. “The dog spent the afternoon chewing the”) was presented only once to each participant, in the expected, second-best or unexpected condition, depending on the final target word (“bones”, “shoes” or “glasses”, respectively). All target words were nouns and matched for various psycholinguistic parameters (see Table 2) obtained from the P-Pal database (Soares et al., 2018), including word frequency ($F < .1$), length ($F < 1.5$), orthographic, and phonological neighbours ($F < 1$ in both cases).

To ensure that the same target words were presented in the three experimental conditions, the ninety second-best words were also presented in other sentence contexts where they were the most expected word (CP = .61, SD = .15, range: .32–.90) and an unexpected word (CP = 0, SD = .01, range: 0–.05). For instance, the target word “shoes” which was the second-best in the example above, appeared as the most expected word in the sentence “Tiago, when he got home, took off his”, and as the unexpected word in the sentence frame “Grandmother always goes to the market to buy the”. In this way, we guaranteed that, between participants, the same sentence frame appeared in the three

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Examples of the sentences and target words.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentence frame</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) O cão passou a tarde a roer os ossos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) O Tiago mal chegou a casa tirou os sapatos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) A avó vai sempre ao mercado comprar os óculos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Lexical properties of the target words in the three experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target word</th>
<th>Word frequency (log transformed)</th>
<th>Word length (in characters)</th>
<th>Orthographic neighbours (number of words)</th>
<th>Phonological neighbours (number of words)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expected</td>
<td>1.37 (.64)</td>
<td>6.34 (1.80)</td>
<td>5.30 (5.62)</td>
<td>4.97 (5.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second-best</td>
<td>1.32 (.59)</td>
<td>6.12 (1.87)</td>
<td>4.52 (5.41)</td>
<td>4.32 (5.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected</td>
<td>1.27 (.69)</td>
<td>6.57 (1.82)</td>
<td>4.37 (5.21)</td>
<td>4.73 (5.79)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Mean (and standard deviation) values are shown.

experimental conditions, and that the same target word was the most expected, second-best or unexpected word, depending on the previous sentence context. Importantly, to ensure that each participant saw each sentence and target word only once, we created four lists containing 45 sentences from each condition. Each participant saw one experimental list, with the four lists evenly distributed across participants.

2.3. Procedure

Each trial began with a fixation cross presented for 500 ms in the centre of the screen. The sentence was then presented word by word, with a duration of 200 ms per word and a 300 ms inter-word interval. The order of sentence presentation was pseudo-randomised, ensuring that there were always less than three sentences of each condition appearing consecutively. To ensure attentive reading, participants were asked, 1000 ms after the target word of the sentence was shown, to judge whether a probe word had appeared in the preceding sentence. Probes were displayed for 1500 ms and during this period participants had to press a key with the right index finger to decide if that word was presented (i.e. old) and another key with the left index finger to decide if that word did not appear in the sentence (i.e. new). Half of the probe words were selected from the immediately preceding sentence and half were randomly selected from other sentences. Probes were content words (noun, verbs, adjectives, adverbs) of the presented sentences, but were never the final word. A new trial started after a blinking period that lasted 1500 ms. Presentation software (version 18.0, Neurobehavioural Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, www.neurobs.com) was used for stimulus presentation and behavioural response recording.

Participants were instructed to avoid eye blinks and body movements during the presentation of the sentences. Before the experimental session, they were presented with nine practice trials to get familiarised with the task. The main experimental session was divided into five blocks, including brief resting periods between blocks; recording time was approximately 50 minutes. The order of block presentation was counterbalanced between participants.

After the EEG recording session ended, participants provided plausibility ratings for each of the previously presented sentences. They were instructed to rate the plausibility of each sentence using a 5-point scale (1= completely implausible to 5= completely plausible).

2.4. Behavioural analysis

The results from the recognition task were analysed in two mixed effects models. The proportion of correct responses was analysed using a generalised linear model and response times (RTs) for correct trials with a linear mixed effects model, using the lme4 package (1.1–2.1) in RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com/). The RTs above or below 2.5 the standard deviation from the mean (by subject) were excluded: this resulted in 2.5% of the original data being removed. The fixed factor of each model was Target Word (expected, second-best, unexpected) and participants and items were included as random effects (intercepts only; the model would not converge with Target Word included in the participants random effect structure). Backward difference contrasts were used for the Target Word factor, where expected was compared to unexpected [unexpected –2/3, expected 1/3, second-best 1/3], and second-best to expected [unexpected –1/3, expected –1/3, second-best 2/3]. P-values were determined through treating the t-value as a z-statistic (Barr et al., 2013).

To explore the sentence plausibility ratings, a cumulative link mixed effects model (Christensen, 2019) was computed with fixed factor Target Word (expected, second-best, unexpected), participants and items were included as random effects, each having an intercept, and in the participants’ structure there was also a random slope for Target Word. Backward difference contrasts were used for the Target Word factor, where second-best was compared to unexpected [unexpected –2/3, expected 1/3, second-best 1/3], and expected to second-best [unexpected –1/3, expected –1/3, second-best 2/3]. P-values were determined through treating the t-value as a z-statistic (Barr et al., 2013).

The dataset with behavioural responses and the code used for data analysis can be found here: https://osf.io/utfjc.
2.5. EEG recording and analysis

The EEG was recorded with an ActiveTwo Biosemi electrode system with 64 Ag/AgCl active scalp electrodes, mounted on an elastic cap (for further details see http://www.biosemi.com; BioSemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). EEG was continuously sampled at 2048Hz, with a bandpass of 0.01–100 Hz, and stored for later analysis. Additionally, two electrodes were placed at the left and right temples (horizontal electrooculogram: EOG) and one below the left eye (vertical EOG) to monitor horizontal and vertical eye movements, and two electrodes were placed on left and right mastoids for offline referencing.

EEG data were pre-processed using EEGLAB v14.1.1 (Delorme & Makeig, 2004), with supplementary plugins: ERPLab (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014), ADJUST (Mognon et al., 2011), and CleanLine. Data were downsampled to 512 Hz, referenced offline to ADJUST (Mognon et al., 2011), and CleanLine. Data plugins: ERPLab (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014), with supplementary average number of replaced channels was 0.67 (range =0–2). We ran an independent component analysis (ICA) and used ADJUST plugin to identify and correct artefacts (e.g. blinks) in the raw EEG data. Individual epochs were created for each target word from 200 ms before word onset to 1000 ms after onset, and a baseline correction from −200 ms to 0 ms preceding word onset was applied. A final round of semi-automatic artefact rejection with a threshold of ±100 μV was used to remove any remaining artefacts. Following artefact rejection, ERP averages were based on at least 70% of the trials of each condition per participant. The number of trials did not differ between conditions [F < 1; Expected = 42.37 (3.0), Second-best = 41.93 (3.26), Unexpected = 42.23 (3.0)].

Separate linear mixed effects models were calculated with the lme4 package (1.1–2.1) in RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com/) for each component at specific regions. For the N400 component, the dependent variable was the single-trial amplitude between 600 and 900 ms across three regions of interest (ROIs): Anterior Left: AF3, AF7, F3, F5, F7; Anterior Midline: AFz, Fz; Anterior Right: AF4, AF8, F4, F6, F8 (see Figure 1(b)). The time window and the electrodes used for the analysis were based on prior studies (e.g. Brothers et al., 2017; Ness & Melzer-Asscher, 2018). The fixed factors in the model were Target Word (expected vs. second-best vs. unexpected), ROI (anterior left vs. anterior midline vs. anterior right), and their interaction. Both participants and items were included as random effects (intercepts only; the model would not converge with Target Word included in the Participant random effect structure). Backward difference contrasts were used for the Target Word factor, where second-best was compared to unexpected [unexpected −2/3, expected 1/3, second-best 1/3], and expected to second-best [unexpected −1/3, expected −1/3, second-best 2/3]. Sum contrasts were used for the ROI factor. P-values were determined through treating the t-value as a z-statistic (Barr et al., 2013).

For the PNP component, the dependent variable was the single-trial amplitude between 600 and 900 ms across three regions of interest (ROIs): Frontal: Fz, F1, F3, F2, F4, FCz, FC1, FC3, FC2, FC4; Central: Cz, C1, C3, C2, C4, CPz, CP1, CP3, CP2, CP4; Parietal: Pz, P1, P3, P2, P4, POZ, PO3, PO4 (see Figure 1(a)). The selection of the time-window and the electrodes to compute the average amplitude in the ROI was created considering the electrodes typically used in the literature (e.g. Brothers et al., 2017; Comesaña et al., 2012; Pinheiro et al., 2013; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). The fixed factors in the model were Target Word (expected vs. second-best vs. unexpected) and ROI (frontal vs. central vs. parietal) along with their interaction. Both participants and items were included as random effects (intercepts only; the model would not converge with Target Word included in the participants random effect structure). Backward difference contrasts were used for the Target Word factor, where second-best was compared to unexpected [unexpected −2/3, expected 1/3, second-best 1/3], and expected to second-best [unexpected −1/3, expected −1/3, second-best 2/3]. Sum contrasts were used for the ROI factor. P-values were determined through treating the t-value as a z-statistic (Barr et al., 2013).

The dataset for N400 and PNP components and the code used for data analysis can be found here: https://osf.io/utfjc.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioural results

3.1.1 Probe recognition

Overall accuracy in the post-sentence probe recognition task was .98 (SD = .03), indicating that participants were reading the sentences attentively (see Table 3). In both models, the model predicting accuracy [ACC = Target Word + (1 | Participant) + (1 | Item)] and the model predicting response time [RT = Target Word + (1 | Participant) + (1 | Item)], neither of the two contrasts were significant.
3.1.2. Plausibility ratings

The sentence plausibility questionnaire showed that in general all sentences were plausible, with a mean score above 3 in the 5-point scale. Sentences completed with an unexpected word had a lower plausibility score \( (M = 3.67, SD = 1.34) \) than sentences completed with the most expected \( (M = 4.62, SD = 0.75) \) and sentences completed with the second-best words \( (M = 4.42, SD = 1.00) \).

In the model predicting plausibility scores \( \text{Plausibility-Score} - \text{Target Word} + (1 \mid \text{Participant}) + (1 \mid \text{Item}) \), a significant difference between expected and unexpected condition was observed \( (\beta = 2.74, t = 9.35, p < .001) \), showing that the plausibility scores were lower in sentences with an unexpected target word than an expected target word. Additionally, the difference between expected and second-best word was also significant \( (\beta = -0.73, t = -4.67, p < .001) \), showing that the plausibility scores were slightly higher in sentences with an expected target word than a second-best target word.

3.2. ERP results

Visual inspection of the grand average ERP waveforms revealed similar patterns to those observed in previous sentence comprehension studies using a word-by-word visual presentation paradigm (e.g. DeLong et al., 2019; Federmeier et al., 2007; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). Target words in all conditions elicited an initial positive going peak (P1), a negative going peak (N1), followed by a positivity (P2) peaking around 200 ms that was broadly distributed across the scalp. These components were followed by a negativity, peaking between 300 and 500 ms (N400) that was largest at centro-parietal sites (Figure 2). After the N400, the ERPs in all conditions became more positive. Visual inspection showed a slight increased positivity for unexpected words, specially over the left anterior electrodes (between 700 and 900 ms).

3.2.1. N400

In this model \( \text{MeanAmplitude} - \text{Target Word} * \text{ROI} + (1 \mid \text{Participant}) + (1 \mid \text{Item}) \), there was a significant difference between second-best words and expected words \( (\beta = 0.92, t = 3.55, p < .001) \), showing that the second-best words (Mean: \(-0.33 \mu V; SE = 0.17\) elicited a more negative N400 than expected words (Mean: \(0.50 \mu V, SE = 0.17\)). Additionally, the difference between second-best words and unexpected words was also significant \( (\beta = .66, t = 2.53, p = .01) \), with unexpected words (Mean: \(-0.88 \mu V, SE = 0.16\) having a more negative N400 than second-best words (see Figures 2 and 3). There were no other significant effects \( (p > .05; \text{see Table 4}) \).

3.2.2. PNP

In this model \( \text{MeanAmplitude} - \text{Target Word} * \text{ROI} + (1 \mid \text{Participant}) + (1 \mid \text{Item}) \), none of the contrasts was significant: neither expected words vs. second-best words nor expected words vs. unexpected words or any other effects reached significance \( (p > .1, \text{for both contrasts}; \text{see Figure 2 and Table 4}) \).

4. Discussion

In the present study, we investigated predictive mechanisms in sentence comprehension by examining whether a facilitation effect is extended to second-best words, which have an intermediate level of cloze probability between the most expected and unexpected words, while controlling for contextual constraint. Accordingly,
we tested two competing hypotheses accounting for how predictive processes are implemented – through a serial graded cascade vs. probabilistic parallel activation.

The processing of second-best words in moderately constrained sentences was associated with an N400 response that was distinguished from both expected and unexpected words. The second-best words showed a reduced N400 amplitude compared with the unexpected words. This result shows that the facilitation effect extends to expected words with an intermediate level of cloze probability, even when those words appear in a context where there is another, more expected word. Thus, the reduced N400 amplitude is not exclusive to the most expected word in a given sentence context. However, when the word is not supported by the previous sentence context, which is the case of unexpected words, there is an increased effort to process that word, as indexed by a more negative N400 amplitude (e.g. Federmeier et al., 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Pinheiro et al., 2013).

In the same time-window (300–500 ms), the second-best words showed an enhanced N400 amplitude compared with the most expected words. This result reveals that the processing of second-best words is not facilitated to the same extent as expected words, even though second-best words are also expected candidates. This difference is consistent with prior studies showing that word expectancy modulates the N400 amplitude: the more a given word is expected in a sentence context, the smaller the N400 amplitude (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier, 2007; Wlotko & Federmeier, 2012). Yet, in those studies the words with lower cloze probability were presented in weakly constraining sentence contexts. Critically, our results show that in moderate constraint sentences, there is a facilitation effect that extends to other expectable words.

**Figure 2.** Grand average ERPs waveforms for expected, second-best, and unexpected words. 
Note: A 12-Hz low-pass filter was applied to the grand average waveforms for illustration purposes only.
The reduced N400 amplitudes found for both the second-best words (when compared with unexpected words) and the most expected words might be associated, at least in part, with the pre-activation of those words during sentence reading. Although our data analysis was focused on EEG effects occurring after the word onset, prior studies have consistently demonstrated that specific words or word features are pre-activated in sentence comprehension (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005; Kamide et al., 2003; Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013; Van Berkum et al., 2005).

Some authors have claimed that the N400 effect observed for the target word might only index a word’s ease of integration into a sentence context, which in turn may reflect a more general unification process involved in generating a coherent interpretation of the sentence meaning (Hagoort, 2005; Zhu et al., 2012). The subjective sentence plausibility score is often used to measure how well a word fits into the sentential context. Previous studies have shown that sentence plausibility affects the processing of equally probable words. Unexpected words that are less plausible (e.g. “It was difficult to understand the visiting professor. Like many foreigners he spoke with an APRON …”) elicited an enhanced N400 effect (i.e. more negative) relative to more plausible unexpected words (e.g. “It was difficult to understand the visiting professor. Like many foreigners he spoke with an ACCENT …”; e.g. Brothers et al., 2015; DeLong et al., 2014a). In our study, the mean plausibility score confirmed that all sentences were considered plausible (mean score above 3 in a 5 point-scale), although the sentences ending with unexpected words had a lower level of plausibility compared to sentences ending with the most expected and second-best words. This difference could explain the enhanced N400 found for the unexpected words compared with the second-best words and with the most expected words. Critically, the plausibility score for sentences

Table 4. Summary of fixed effect predictors from the linear mixed-effects regression model for mean N400 and PNP amplitudes of the target word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: Expected vs. Second-Best</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: Second-Best vs. Unexpected</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI 1</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI 2</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: ROI 1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: ROI 1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: ROI 2</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: ROI 2</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: Expected vs. Unexpected</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: Expected vs. Second-Best</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI 1</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI 2</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: ROI 1</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: ROI 1</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 1: ROI 2</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast 2: ROI 2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SE, standard error.
completed with the most expected and the second-best word was very similar (4.62 vs. 4.42). Even though this difference was significant, since both conditions had a high plausibility score it seems unlikely that the difference in N400 amplitude is only related with the sentence plausibility. Thus, this ERP component does not seem to exclusively reflect difficulty in integrating words for sentence unification. The facilitation effect found should be associated, exclusively or to some degree, to the pre-activation of the expected words.

The observed graded facilitation effect (Expected < Second-Best < Unexpected) is consistent with the proposal that the prediction mechanism occurs in a parallel probabilistic way (DeLong et al., 2005; Frisson et al., 2017; Luke & Christianson, 2016). The facilitated processing of the most expected and second-best words suggests that readers are likely able to use the sentence information to activate all the probable candidates for that sentential context. In addition, the attenuated facilitation found for the second-best words compared with the most expected words suggests that the degree of activation of each candidate is modulated by the degree of expectancy of that word. In our study, similar to the majority of studies in this field (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier et al., 2007; Ito et al., 2016a; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012), the degree of expectancy was defined by the cloze probability score.

Yet, some authors argued that the cloze probability scores might not be a precise measure of word’s expectancy degree, at least in weak constraint sentences or in the case of less expected words (Staub et al., 2015; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012): cloze probability is frequently computed on the basis of single response, with no control over time response or alternative candidates. Future studies comparing the processing of words with intermediate levels of cloze probability could use cloze probabilities obtained in multiple response paradigms (e.g. McDonald & Tamariz, 2002; Schwanenflugel, 1986) or include additional measures such as type-token ratio (e.g. McDonald & Tamariz, 2002; Staub et al., 2015), word’s surprisal (e.g. Frank et al., 2015) or transitional probabilities (e.g. Frisson et al., 2005), which may provide a finer measure of the degree of word expectancy.

The graded effect of the N400 across conditions does not support the hypothesis of a serial graded account that postulates that only the most expected word can be pre-activated (Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). Indeed, we observed a facilitation effect for the second-best words, which elicited a reduced N400 amplitude compared with the unexpected words. Moreover, our results challenge previous findings indicating that representations pre-activated in high constraint sentences are highly specific (e.g. DeLong et al., 2005; Ito et al., 2016a; Kwon et al., 2017; Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009; Szewczyk & Schriefers, 2013; Wicha et al., 2004). If the pre-activation was highly specific, facilitation would only occur for words that share semantic features with the most expected word. However, in our study, even though all the critical words were matched in gender and number, their semantic similarity varied across sentences. In some sentences, the words shared some semantic features especially between the most expected and the second-best condition, (e.g. both “milk” and “syrup” are drinkable items); yet in other sentences the critical words were semantically unrelated (e.g. in the sentence “Grandma takes good care of her” the most expected word was “granddaughters” while the second-most expected word was “flowers”). Thus, our data suggests that the pre-activation of expectable candidates is not highly specific, and that it seems to be best accounted for in terms of word’s expectancy.

Although we have argued for a leading role of predictive mechanisms in the N400 effects, some authors have proposed that the N400 is a complex component reflecting both the retrieval of lexical features and the cognitive demands underlying integration of words into a sentence context (Chow et al., 2014; Ferreira & Chantavarin, 2018; Lau et al., 2008). According to this view, the facilitation effect for the most expected words and the second-best words could be due to either a facilitated retrieval or a simplified integration of these words when compared with the unexpected words. This proposal could accommodate the results of the current study with the serial graded account, if we consider that the reduced N400 amplitude in response to the most expected words reflects both the pre-activation of those words and the eased integration, whereas the facilitation effect observed for the second-best words may only reflect eased integration. Yet, we think this is an unlikely hypothesis. On the one hand, all target words should be easy to integrate into the respective sentence contexts since sentences were considered plausible in all conditions. For example, even when completed with unexpected words the sentences had a plausibility score above average (3.7, ranging from 1–5). The study of DeLong et al. (2014a) showed an impact of the plausibility score on the N400 amplitude but presented sentences with very low plausibility (1.2 vs. 2.8, ranging from 1–5). On the other hand, the decreased N400 amplitude for the most expected and second-best words, occurring at the same time-window, suggests that the underlying processes are likely to be the same. Thus, we consider that the facilitation effects observed in our study are more likely associated with the pre-activation
of the expectable words, in line with the parallel probabilistic account.

In contrast to some studies that have observed a late positivity for unexpected words, we did not find evidence for the PNP component. In part, this result could be a consequence of the constraint degree of our sentence contexts. Previous studies (DeLong et al., 2014a; Federmeier et al., 2007) presented strong constraint sentences with a mean cloze probability above .80, whereas our sentences were moderately constrained with a mean cloze probability of .61. As such, the absence of a PNP component for the unexpected words is consistent with the view that this response is only observed when unexpected words are integrated into high constraint contexts that are strongly biased towards a specific word (Brothers et al., 2020; Kuperberg et al., 2020). Moreover, a recent study suggests that the semantic similarity between the unexpected and the highly predicted words affects the emergence of this component; only unexpected words that were unrelated to expected words elicited a PNP component (DeLong & Kutas, 2020). In our study, neither unexpected nor second-best words were controlled for semantic overlap with the most expected words. As such, in some sentences the critical words belonged to the same semantic category or were semantically related (e.g. when the word “bread” was the most expected, the words “cake” and “tomato” were the second-best and unexpected words, respectively). Importantly, the PNP amplitude can also be influenced by task demands. In tasks that explicitly instructed participants to predict the upcoming words, the PNP elicited by the unexpected words was characterised by a more positive amplitude compared with passive reading tasks (Brothers et al., 2015, 2017). Tasks that instruct participants to guess the upcoming words presumably promote pre-activation processes which may lead to increased demands to suppress those pre-activated words when they are not presented. In our study, participants were asked to read the sentences and perform a memory task at the end of each sentence. There was no mention to predict upcoming words, the unexpected words were not necessarily unrelated to the most expected words, and the sentence context was not strongly biased. As such, these methodological options could have undermined the elicitation of the PNP component. Our findings confirm that this component only emerges in specific experimental conditions, which suggests that the processes associated with this late positivity are not key to sentence comprehension.

Since the mixed effects models did not converge with a maximal random-effect structure (Barr et al., 2013), we could not assess the possible impact of subject variability on the processing difference across target words. Even though the models we used had a simple random effects structure (only including intercepts), this need not give rise to concern. There is evidence that parsimonious models can provide better power than maximal models while maintaining an acceptable Type I error rate, especially in studies where the experimental design has an adequate number of subjects and items (Matuschek et al., 2017). As this study included 30 participants and 45 items per condition (i.e. approximately 1350 observations per condition), there is an acceptable number of observations to ensure good power for the analysis (Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018; Matuschek et al., 2017). Therefore, we believe that our models are suitable and that the results reported are reliable.

Notwithstanding, the present study was run in a laboratory setting and its experimental design created an artificial reading scenario, in which sentences were shown word by word in a rapid serial visual presentation. Therefore, it could be argued that the predictive mechanisms are biased by the type of sentences we have presented, all being moderately constraining, and/or by the procedure adopted, which may not reflect what would happen in a natural reading scenario. Yet, similar results have been found using co-registered eye-tracking measures and neural measures which allow the whole sentence to be presented (e.g. Kliegl et al., 2012; Schuster et al., 2016). In addition, studies simulating natural conversations have also found evidence supporting the operation of predictive mechanisms (Mandel et al., 2016; Pérez et al., 2019). Thus, we believe that the effects observed in our study are replicable to a greater extent in a more natural setting.

In conclusion, the N400 findings showed a graded facilitation effect for the expected words, as there was an enhanced reduction of N400 amplitude for the most expected words and a moderate reduction for the second-best words. The facilitation effect found for the most expected words is consistent with prior literature (DeLong et al., 2005; Federmeier et al., 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980; Pinheiro et al., 2013). The facilitation effect observed for the second-best word shows that other expectable words in a given sentence are promptly and easily processed, which suggests that pre-activation might extend to all expectable words in sentence comprehension. Therefore, these findings are consistent with the parallel probabilistic proposal of predictive mechanisms in language processing (Delong, et al., 2005, 2014b). The lack of a PNP component suggests there are no additional costs in processing unexpected words, at least in moderately constraining sentences.
Note

1. Note that in the linear mixed effects model presented we did not directly compare the mean amplitude of the N400 between unexpected and the most expected words. Yet, in an additional model we compared the processing of the most expected words with the second-best words and with the unexpected words and both the effects were statistically significant.
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